
Stansted 12 Car Rally 
28th January 2005 
 
Final Instructions 
 
Welcome to this years Stansted Rally. 
 
This year’s event starts and finishes at the Birchhanger Green Services, which is at junction 8 of the M11 
and A120. Car 1 will be leaving at 21:01 (start open from 20:00) to embark on approximately 60 miles of 
classic country lanes in the Bishops Stortford area. 
 
Classes of navigation 
Beginner. They will be given the whole route navigation 30 minutes before their start time. 
Novice. This navigation is the same as beginner but in two sealed envelopes to be opened at TC 1 and TC 4. 
Expert. This is slightly harder that novice, in sealed envelopes, to be opened at each control. 
 
Type of Navigation 
The navigation on this event is fairly straight forward plot and bash navigation. It may, or may not, include 
some the following. Tulip diagrams, crossing gridlines, depart in direction, herringbones and map references. 
It will include the following abbreviations. LWR – go long way round a grass triangle in the road. GW – stop 
and give way at that junction (NB. You are required to stop and give way at all junctions where the road you 
are joining has priority. Any give way junction in the navigation has been identified for a reason). This event 
will use coloured roads only except one short white, which is clearly marked in the navigation. 
 
Blackspots 
These are NOT to be entered. Penalty is exclusion. 
 
Quiet Zones 
All 30 and 40 MPH areas are designated as quiet zones. Please drive in as higher a gear as possible 
WITHOUT using auxiliary lights. Penalty for not behaving is exclusion. 
 
Driving Standards 
These will be observed. Failure to adhere will mean exclusion.  

 
Parking 
Please park as shown on this map. It is a large car park and this area is 
away from the main section. 
 
Signing On 
Will be in the main seating area. Go through the main door, straight on, 
turn left just before the Game Zone past the cash point machines and go 
towards the window. 
 

I look forward to seeing you all on the night and thank you for coming out to play. 
 
Gavin Leech  
Clerk of the Course, Event Secretary, Entries Secretary, Chief Marshal etc, etc etc…… 
 
Tel 01376 348948, Mobile 0775 200 2020 

   
HERE

This years awards have been sponsored by 
 

Roland Ridgewell – 24hr Accident Recovery 
Wood View Garage, Stansted Road, Birchanger, Bishops Stortford, CM23 5PS. 

Telephone 01279 654408 
 

Specialists in accident recovery (particularly ditches) if anyone should need them !! 


